
Navigating the 
Employee Experience 

It’s time to go all in!

Morris & Garritano
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Good morning and thank you for joining me for our last session of HR in Half Hours of 2022. It’s been a long, and wild year with many ups and downs. As many of us do, with a new year come new goals and we find ourselves planning for the next year, listing out those new year resolutions. Today, I hope to enlighten you about one of those new resolutions – prioritizing the individuals working in your business. If it’s not on your radar, it’s about to be after today’s conversation especially when I tell you that it may be your ticket to future growth and success.  
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I don't think about it; it's not
really a priority

It is a low priority that I think
about, plan for, but act on only

rarely

It’s moderately important that I 
think about, plan for, and act 

on occasionally

It's a very important part of
what I think about, plan, and

do every day.
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Which brings me to confirming whether your employee experience is on your radar or not. Just as we did in our previous session, we took a poll on your experience with our topic….. As always, I commend your honesty - These results help to gauge where my audience sits with a topic and help to narrow in on the most appropriate solutions you are looking for.   



Objectives

PURPOSE

Understand the impact of the employee experience in the workplace and how to 
design an effective engagement strategy that enhances company culture and aligns 
with business outcomes.

• Identify influences of the employee experience and where engagement 

opportunities exist.

• How to develop an effective employee engagement strategy.

• Why prioritize people in business.

OBJECTIVES
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You know me and purpose. It’s always good to remember why we do what we do each day. Engagement works in the same manner – you must have intent and purpose with one thought in mind, why prioritizing your people will equate your organizational success now and for the future. 



1. Understanding Employee Engagement and Company Culture 

2. Making the connection between Employee Experience and Culture

3. Getting Started: Designing an Employee Experience Strategy

4. Why prioritizing employees and culture matters

5. Live Q&A Session

AGENDA
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Our conversation will focus on several areas to help you unpack the elements of the employee experience, how the employee experience in turn, creates a robust company culture and how to design an effective people strategy to help you weather future workforce challenges. Then just as we did in our previous sessions, we will then close with a live Q&A session giving you the opportunity to participate in the conversation. And if you have a burning question during the presentation, don’t forget to utilize the Q&A feature at the bottom of your screen -  simply drop it there and we will be sure to address it.  So with that, lets get started. 



Understanding 
the Employee 
Experience & 

Culture 

W hat is the Employee Engagement

• “An employee’s involvement and enthusiasm in their work and workplace.”  (Gallup)

• “Engagement represents the energy effort and initiative employees bring to their jobs.” 
(Harvard Business Review)

• “The emotional commitment the employee has to the organization and its goals.” (Forbes)

• “An employee’s commitment to the organization and willingness to ‘go the extra mile.” (SHRM)

           The Past          Our Future 
 

Paycheck   Purpose 
Satisfaction           Development 
My Boss   My Coach 
Annual Review   Ongoing Conversations 
Weaknesses   Strengths 
Job    Life 
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What is engagement? There are countless definitions for how we define engagement in the workplace. Clearly, there one thing we can all agree on - engagement is an outcome driven concept that is a combination of employee commitment and passion they bring into the workplace.   But we need to keep in mind, the employee perspective of engagement has changed over time. In the past, employee’s connection to their work was related the paycheck they collected, their relationship with their boss, how they identified their weakness through annual reviews and that a job was just part of life. These days, employees want more than just collecting paycheck to keep the lights on. The want their work to have purpose, be a path to lead to development, the term boss is irrelevant, leaders need to become a coach to the employees - guiding them through the difficult challenges they may face while also having balance to enjoy their life outside of work.  Employees want more than just than we call transactional engagement façade – the appearance of being engage and collecting a good paycheck (even if it helps them respond positively on a survey).  to invest in their work and achieve more for your company. People want purpose and meaning from their work. They want to be known for what makes them unique. This is what drives employee engagement.



Model of Engagement 

Engaged

N ot 
Engaged

Actively 
Disengaged
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There are four levels/stages to the hierarchy of employee engagement:Basic (Primary Needs)– equates to an employee’s primary needs of well-being. Individual (Contributions) –  how their work contributes to the company’s objective and goals.  Teamwork (Sense of Belonging) – Do they experience a sense of belonging while working in teams.  Growth – And finally, does their role offer room to grow?  These levels provide an engagement roadmap for leadership on how to motivate and develop their employees and improve the team members' performance. The levels do not represent phases but rather illustrate how each one builds on the previous. How you perform in each of these areas will result in the engagement personas you will experience [click; transition 2] from your employees.  Engaged employees are highly involved and enthusiastic about their work and organization they work for. Those that are Not Engaged  are psychologically unattached to their work and company because their needs aren’t being met - their putting in time to get the work done but with little to no passion behind it. Then we have those that are Actively Disengaged  – These individuals are just unhappy and generally unpleasant while at work and to work with which make them a threat to your engagement efforts. Just as like your performance “problem child,” these individuals can also undermine those around them including those that are engaged.  One illuminating fact on engagement - only 15% of the workforce worldwide and only 35% in the U.S. fall in the "engaged" category so clearly there is some work to be done. 



Drivers of Engagement 

Purpose Development Conversations Leadership Growth
Opportunities

Rewards & 
Recognition
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But what dives an individual to be engaged or not? The level of engagement is determined by a number of factors – The work itself - what is their Purpose, what opportunities does this role present the individual and how can they grow and development. What kind of on-going conversations are occurring that can help to develop confidence and trust in leadership, and how does their commitment to the organization get recognized and rewarded. All of these factors play a part in the employees overall level of engagement and how they experience each part of their employment cycle in your organization. – which brings me to where do those opportunity for engagement occur. 



Employee Lifecycle Model (ELM) 
ATTRACT

(Recruiting Talent)

HIRE
(Pick the Stars)

ONBOARD
(Affirm the Decision)

ENGAGE
(Build Strengths & 

Purpose)

PERFORM
(Drive Expectations)

DEVELOP
(Coach of Growth)

DEPART
(Positive Exit)
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Gallup and many other engagement researchers have identified opportunities of engagement occur withing what’s known as the employee life cycle which consists of the seven critical stages that an employee passes during their time with an organization which include Attract, Hire, Onboard, Engage, Perform, Develop and Depart. Each stage is a roadmap on how to narrow in on the specific experience one is having.  The first stage doesn’t even occur while in the organization but how they are attracted to your company in the first place. Remember, the highly talented are looking for organizations that have a strong company purpose and values – how is your organization empowering your message to bring in talent in door. What do your hiring decisions look like? Is your decision to hire aiming to identify a candidate that is a strong fit for the role and culture? Once an offer is made, are you creating an onboarding experience that is clear, engaging and aligned with your company brand and purpose?.  Once in the building, engagement is centered around their relationship with their manager who should be a coach, keeping them accountable and focused on the future with the company. How an employee performs should not be centered around their annual review (which often backfires as a way to engage), instead look for ways to provide regular feedback on their work sprinkled with praise and recognition that they deserve.  Keep the employee experience going by ensuring ongoing coaching is occurring. Growth and Development happens when employees are aware of those opportunities. The last thing you want is for an individual to feel they hit the end of the road. And hopefully after a few decades, its time to say good-bye. Did you provide an exceptional exit strategy can help restart your employee lifecycle – employee experience and testimonials are a great recruitment strategy.   Each stage represents elements of the employee experience in which employers have the greatest influence on how their employees perceive them. Each stage is an opportunity to actively engage with people that are both inside and outside your organization.



Engagement is Culture.

Level of T heir EngagementT heir Experience O rganizational Culture

When you engage in fulfilling the needs of others, your own needs are fulfilled as a by-product. 
(Dalai Lama)
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Your employees' level of engagement -- their mindset and behavior when they come to work each day -- has a major impact on what they think about your company. Engagement influences the employee experience, and the experience builds the culture within your organization. Culture, if we remember from our social science days, culture develops overtime through repeat customs, norms, and shared values. Organizational culture is often a hard concept for leaders to grasp because of the subjective nature of culture but surprisingly enough, most company cultures are not that different from one another. Remember the employee lifecycle? This is how employee/experience and culture relate. Organizational cultures are reinforced by the stages in the employment – hiring practices, onboarding programs, performance management, and your reward and recognition programs. As the Dalai Lama once said, [click; transition 1], When you engage in fulfilling the needs of others, your own needs are fulfilled as a by-product.  Remember - A common denominator among most successful companies is a strong culture while conversely, an ineffective culture drives the organization into no-man’s land. 



GETTING STARTED: 

Designing a People Strategy 
W hat is keeping you from starting an employee engagement program?

Answer the poll question
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So before I dive into the nuts and bolt of making your program a reality, I want to know from you what have kept you from actually acting on engagement consistently. Please utilize the poll on your screen and select the answer that relates to you. I will give you a few moments to lock in your answers. 



Taking Concept to Reality

Foundation (Purpose) W alls (B usiness Activities) R oof (Sustainability)

*Business Process Management House Program Strategy
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When you are considering a new process of change to a process you need to identify what strategy/approach you will take. Business Process Management activities are a way to structure your engagement program. When building a house, you need to have a solid foundation, otherwise the house will no be stable enough to erect walls or to install the roof. You foundation serves as the place where you develop your strategy details, gain insight into your organizational values and purpose, determine what approach you want to take, secure leadership buy in and how you are going to communication your new process.  The walls – these are the bones to your program, here will be focuses on how the work will be achieved - what tools and activities will you use and who will participate in the process.  Lastly, comes the roof. Here is where you need to focus your attention on how the program will be sustained over time. What supports and efforts will be required to maintain your program to weather the changes in your workforce and external talent you hope to attract. Here you want to consider how you will monitor and apply process changes/improvements to meet your goals. 



Don’t Let Your Size Fool You

• Why do you want to focus on engagement?Purpose

• Identify who will be involved
• Develop the data collection instruments and resources to utilize
• Determine how will you analyze, act on, and share the information you discover

Activities

• Establish monitor and assessments
• Develop a change management strategySustain
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I know all companies come in different shapes and sizes but something we all have in common – we want our employees to love what they do. While budget tends to be an underlying factor behind our choice in business activities like engagement, that should not be the reason to hold you back. There are plenty of options out there that can all deliver the same outcome, especially with engagement and enhancing your employee experience and culture. First you need to discover your why? Why is engagement important to your organization and how can you align your purpose with organizational mission, vision, and values. At M&G, engagement is a top priority and we have poured our heart and soul into these efforts. Our engagement purpose currently – to attract and retain top talent and create an organizational culture that can adapt to new environments and situations. This goal is a continuous business strategy and every action we take aligns with this intention.  Once you define your purpose, it’s time to build your plan of attack – What activities are you going to perform? Remember to identify and select methods that are reasonable and feasible for the team performing the functions in your engagement program. There are multiple vendors and resources out there. In fact, many are free. No need to recreate the wheel. Whatever you end up choosing, the most important part isn’t the survey, it’s what you do with the results. Which brings me to the point of engagement – how will you act on the information you gather. Engagement is more than free snacks in the breakroom or company events and happy hours – the employee voice will guide you in the direction to go and what to act on that will make the most impact on engagement and their journey in your organization. Finally, once you have established an effective program that works for your organization, your need to ensure its sustainability over time. Be sure that you are constantly monitoring it against the internal and external changes occurring. Engagement is a moving target and employee needs change over time. A great way to assess your program is to implement a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) on an annual basis. This will ensure your efforts are on target. 



How to Dive in Headfirst!

W hat questions should I ask 
to find out how engaged my 

people are? 

H ow to communicate and 
launch a staff survey for 

maximum results?

H ow to deliver rapid change 
so your people feel heard and 

valued?
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Everything sounds fine and dandy, but what actions actually deliver the outcomes we need? The first item I always hear about is how to develop questions that uncover your engagement pain points. Can’t think of any relevant questions to ask, use the employee lifecycle as your road map.   ATTRACT: What organizational value attracted me most to this position?HIRE: I was well informed of the hiring expectations? ONBOARD: Did the organization help me feel welcome to my new role?ENGAGE: Do our employees show up every day enthusiastic and involved in their work? Do we build on strengths and purpose?PERFORM: Does each employee performance review seem fair and accurate? Are we driving expectations to higher levels?DEVELOP: Do we offer flexible, personalized career paths? Do we continually coach career growth?DEPART:  What motivated you to move on from our company? Why does our best talent leave? Does our exit program create a positive experience? The questions your ask should illuminate the individual experience one is having during each stage of their employment journey. What activities do they participate in that would alter their level of engagement? Each should gauge their degree of commitment to the organization, how they identify with the organization, their satisfaction and energy behind their work. Be wary of leading questions. Watch out for your own biases to bleed in. Ask questions that will yield useful data you can act on, if there is better way to ask – there probably is so take care in the language you use to illicit a response and don’t over ask. The last thing you want is to have employees suffer from survey fatigue right out of the gate. Start small and work your way up in number of questions. My recommendation is no more than 3-5 per topic.  Now comes your execution – and get employees involved. A great segway is to create your story, the narrative of how you will communicate the why – know your outcome, what’s the objective and what do we want to achieve. And set the expectation for yourself and the employees- Be as specific as possible as what the employees need to do and what action will you take from the information.  Which leads me to item three – while last on the list, it’s the most critical to your success and failure. Once results are in – now what? Don’t fall victim to lack of action. Most of us, including myself, love instant gratification but change doesn’t happen overnight. This is where setting the expectation with your employees is critical. Once the results are in – develop of plan of how you will discuss results with your teams and select your priorities from there. Your action need to be feasible and reasonable. The last thing you want is to set an unrealistic bar for the organization. Point is you want to be able to walk the walk not just talk the talk. Communicate often about the status of the results, steps that are being taken to implement change and if a delay happens talk about it. 



Everyone Plays a Part

Where do I impact 
employee engagement 
and how can I enhance it?
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The greatest cause of a workplace engagement programs failure is this: is this: Employee engagement is widely considered "an HR thing." As I’ve said previously, the employee experience and company culture is not just feature of HR, its everyone’s role to play whether you’re an employee, Manager, Senior Leader or Owner, each player has skin in the game. Employees’ engagement levels are often determined by the strength of their relationships with supervisors and co-workers, basically anyone they are around as well as their belief in their own ability to perform their jobs effectively and contribute to their organization. Everyone involved must to ask themselves. 



How to be Present for Your Employees 

Why Prioritizing Your People Matters 

Get personal The top-down 
approach Be honest

Open the 
communication 

lines. 
Act with intent
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Employees make decisions and take actions every day that can affect your workforce and organization.The way your company treats employees and how employees treat one another can positively affect their actions -- or can place your organization at risk.  Employment law attorneys will commonly tell you not to engage employees around personal issues. They will counsel you to avoid discussions around personal struggles, physical or mental challenges, family matters, and other similar topics. Then they will top it off with - the less the you know or are engaged with an employee on a personal front the less risk you run of triggering an employment law claim. The Ignorance is bliss concept should no where near or part of your engagement. Instead make it a daily routine to “take the pulse,” of your people.  Engagement starts at the top. Leadership and managers have the largest impact on engagement. Leadership buy in is the first step in your ability to succeed. Lack of alignment, insights and focus at the top will be the first wrong turn you make. Remember the manager-employee relationship is the most important factor and accounts for 70% of engagement.   Honesty is the best policy. Do leaders truly and honestly believe in the value of engagement as a competitive advantage? If its all sunshine and rainbows when you pitch this concept to leadership– it probably is too good to be true. If leaders are not honest with how they perceive engagement and its value to the organization, the time and efforts you expend will go nowhere fast and employees will perceive in the same way as their leaders .  One of the top hesitancies I hear with starting or continuing the engagement program – What can of worms will I be opening. Active communication is critical whether good and bad. Find ways to communicate engagement impact throughout the year and share engagement tools and best practices. Use every opportunity, touchpoint and communication channel you have to reinforce and recognize the organizational commitment to engagement.  Lastly, Act with Intent. Your actions need to encompass what employees care about. Show how the employees work is related to the organizations mission, vision, and values. Look for opportunities to grant more autonomy, boost confidence, and target what, how and why their positions matter. One goal that should be on the back of everyone’s mind – how can I make work a place people want to be. 



Outcomes of Highly Engaged Business Units & Teams

Value in View 

Fewer Negative Outcomes
• 81% in absenteeism
• 64% in safety incidents
• 18% in turnover in high 

turnover in organizations
• 43% in turnover in low 

turnover organizations
• 28% in theft
• 41% in quality

More Positive Outcomes
• 10% in customer 

loyalty/engagement
• 18% in productivity (sales)
• 14% in productivity 

(records & evals)

Organizational Success
• 23% in profitability
• 66% in wellbeing 
• 13% in organizational 

participation

* Employee Engagement and Performance: Latest Insights From Works Largest Study (Gallup, 2020)
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Asking, "Why is employee engagement important?" is a vital question for leaders to consider. Because without employee engagement, there's no organizational success and makes it more difficult to improve business outcomes when outcomes are not being met in the first place. Number talk, and Gallup gave u just that. In 2020, Gallup conducted its 10th meta-analysis on Engagement and could be argued as one of the largest of its kind – surveying over 110K organizations with over 2.7 million employees surveyed. The results are staggering. Not only was there significant decreases in negative outcomes but sustainable movement in both positive and organizational successes. The numbers speak for themselves and provide a solid business case for why engagement should be a top priority not only for 2023 but for years to come. 



HR in 
Half an 
Hour

Questions
& Answers

Wrap Up
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Now let’s get some of your questions answers (open Q&A)



Thank You

HR in Half an Hour  

This webinar will be available to replay online
Stay tuned for future webinars in this series

Morris & Garritano
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That’s it, folks! Our 30-minutes is up. But don’t worry, there is plenty more to come. This presentation will be available online and we will make this presented sharable with you and others who could not attend today. This is not the last of HR in Half Hour, we have more topics in the works as we speak eyes and ears open for our next series release date. Have an idea or want to participate? We love collaborating and feedback, so please contact us at HRconsulting@morrisgarritano.com with HR topics you would like to see and participate in the future. Thank you all and have a great rest of your week. Cheers! 
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